Seesaw for Schools

Student-Driven Digital Portfolios for K-12

Seesaw for Schools brings the power of Seesaw to all the
students, teachers and families in your school or district.

In a survey of all administrators
using Seesaw for Schools:

93%

of administrators report that
Seesaw helps their school:
Increase parent engagement
Demonstrate student growth and progress
Effectively use technology

95%

of administrators report that
Seesaw develops 21st century skills:

See Student Progress Year Over Year

With Seesaw for Schools, portfolios follow students
for their entire career at your school. Students can
demonstrate progress over time and build a complete record of learning.

Real-time Insights Into Schoolwide Learning
Seesaw for Schools gives you an instant overview of
what students are learning across your school,
progress towards standards and data to measure
your strategic objectives.

Centralized Setup and Management

Seamlessly set up Seesaw school or district wide,
saving teachers time. Seesaw for Schools gives your
technology team centralized administration of all
student and teacher accounts.

Communication and collaboration
Creative thinking and problem solving
Digital literacy and citizenship

Seesaw for Schools works on any device, including iPad and
Chromebooks, and with any setup – shared or 1:1.

Learn more or request a quote at web.seesaw.me/schools
seesaw.me

Hear What Administrators Are Saying
Better Understanding Individual Students
“I don’t say this lightly...Seesaw has been an absolute game-changer for teachers. Seesaw is a
streamlined way for kids to demonstrate their thinking and understanding in ways that teachers usually
don’t see.”
Eric LeMoine, Innovation Strategist
Beaverton School District, Oregon

Better Management with the Admin Dashboard
“Being able to access all the schools in the Division
has been a massive benefit [of Seesaw for Schools].
We could see who the prolific posters were...as well
as parent engagement in these areas. It also indicated where help might be needed in encouraging
schools or classes to get started with an assessment process using Seesaw as a supporting tool.”
Keith Strachan, Learning Technologies Support
Winnepeg School Division, Manitoba

Increasing Parent Engagement in Learning
“Seesaw has provided greater transparency into
what is happening in our classrooms. Seesaw helps
conversations happen. And it gives our parents
pride about what their child is learning. Parents
carry that around, they can whip out their Seesaw
app and show it off to their friends. They love it.”
Jeff Horwitz, Associate Head of School
Chesterfield Day School, Missouri

teachers report that their students are more engaged in learning and take
92% ofmore
ownership of their work because of Seesaw.
seesaw.me

Seesaw for Schools Features
Save Teachers Time and Maximize Impact

• Skills View allow teachers to organize student
work and track progress on skills or standards
• More Co-Teachers per class support specialists
and collaboration
• Unlimited Custom Activities, School Activity Library
and scheduled activities promote idea-sharing and
save prep time
• Comprehensive portfolios of student work from
prior years give historical context
• Private Notes, Private Folders and more

Streamlined Setup and Family Experience

• Roster upload and SIS integration save teachers
time and keep rosters up to date
• Priority support and resources to help all teachers
integrate Seesaw effectively
• Families only sign-up once and see all classes and
prior year’s work in one place
• Bulk download portfolios let students take digital
work with them if they leave your school

Schoolwide Visibility and Admin Features

• Admin dashboard allows admins to virtually visit
classrooms. View and comment on student work
and see usage across the school
• Real-time data allows you to measure family
engagement and tech utilization
• Schoolwide privacy controls let admins set schoolwide privacy settings, reset passwords and make it
possible for student data to stay with the school
even when a teacher leaves

Learn more or request a quote at web.seesaw.me/schools
seesaw.me

Feature Comparison
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